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(called the palm) and the editing domain but differencesNew Haven, Connecticut 06520-8814
in the structures of the other domains (called the fingers
and thumb) and in the relative orientation of the polymer-
ase and exonuclease active sites (Figures 1a and 1b).Summary
Indeed, the differences between these two families of
DNA polymerase are so significant that models of sub-We have solved the crystal structures of the bacterio-
strate complexes with the RB69 polymerases built byphage RB69 sliding clamp, its complex with a peptide
homology with the pol I family of polymerases are veryessential for DNA polymerase interactions, and the
approximate at best.DNA polymerase complexed with primer±template
The T4/RB69 ªsliding clampº is trimeric (Jarvis et al.,DNA. The editing complex structure shows a partially
1989) with each monomer consisting of 228 residuesmelted duplex DNA exiting from the exonuclease do-
(Spicer et al., 1982; Yeh et al., 1998). In vivo this trimericmain at an unexpected angle and significant changes
molecule forms a ring about the duplex DNA and in-in the protein structure. The clamp complex shows
creases replication processivity. Since elucidation of thethe C-terminal 11 residues of polymerase bound in a
proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) and DNA poly-hydrophobic pocket, and it allows docking of the edit-
merase III b subunit sliding clamp structures by Kuriyaning and clamp structures together. The peptide binds
and coworkers (Kong et al., 1992; Krishna et al., 1994),to the sliding clamp at a position identical to that of
these toroid-shaped molecules have been a striking ex-a replication inhibitor peptide bound to PCNA, sug-
ample of structure following function. Sliding clampsgesting that the replication inhibitor protein p21CIP1
are replication fork accessory proteins that increase thefunctions by competing with eukaryotic polymerases
processivity of replication by tethering the DNA polymer-for the same binding pocket on the clamp.
ase at the primer±template junction. Current models
suggest that the sliding clamp be assembled onto
Introduction dsDNA by a family of proteins called clamp loaders such
that DNA passes through the central hole of this toroidal
Replication is accomplished by a large macromolecular or ªdonut-shapedº molecule (Kong et al., 1992). Since
assembly, termed the replisome, which acts at the repli- the sliding clamp trimer is very stable and forms a ring
cation fork and contains not only the DNA polymerase around the DNA, it dissociates very slowly from closed
but also accessory proteins, including the ªsliding circular DNA in vitro (Stukenberg et al., 1991; Soumillion
clamp.º While the structures of many of the individual et al., 1998). After being loaded onto the DNA near the
protein components of the replisome are now known, primer±template junction (Kaboord and Benkovic, 1993),
the manner in which they are assembled at the replica- the sliding clamp makes a specific set of interactions
tion fork has been a matter of enlightened speculation. with its cognate polymerase (Formosa et al., 1983;
Here, we present structural results that allow the relative Reddy et al., 1993).
positioning of phage RB69 DNA polymerase with duplex In the T4 and RB69 systems, interactions between the
DNA in the act of being edited and the processivity sliding clamp and DNA polymerase are mediated by the
factor or sliding clamp protein. C terminus of DNA polymerase (Wang et al., 1995b;
The DNA polymerase from RB69 is a member of the Berdis et al., 1996; Goodrich et al., 1997). The C-terminal
pol a or B family of DNA polymerases and is responsible 10 residues of RB69 DNA polymerase extend straight
for processive DNA synthesis on both the leading and out from the structure adjacent to a deep cleft, which
lagging strands in vivo. The RB69 and T4 bacterio- led to a replisome model that placed the clamp inter-
phages are closely related, and their replication protein acting with the C-terminal peptide (Wang et al., 1995b).
Truncation of as few as the last six residues from theand replisomal organization are very similar to the corre-
DNA polymerase abolishes its interaction with the slid-sponding proteins and organization in eukaryotes (for
ing clamp (Berdis et al., 1996). In addition to DNA replica-review, Baker and Bell, 1998). There is now a wealth of
tion, the sliding clamps of the T4 and RB69 systemstructural information on the interactions of pol I family
participate in the activation of late transcription in vivoDNA polymerases with primer±template DNA bound to
through an interaction with E. coli RNA polymerase (Her-both the polymerase and editing active sites (for review,
endeen et al., 1990). In contrast to its direct interactionBrautigam and Steitz, 1998). There are structures of DNA
with DNA polymerase, the interaction of the slidingpolymerases and complexes from E. coli (Beese and
clamp with E. coli RNA polymerase is mediated by gp33
(Tinker et al., 1995). Berdis et al. (1996) observed that
the C-terminal sequence of gp33 bears a strong resem-§ To whom correspondence should be addressed.
blance to that of the DNA polymerase (Table 1). In order‖ Present address: Department of Biochemistry and Cell Biology,
Rice University, Houston, Texas 77005. to assess the importance of these C-terminal regions,
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Berdis et al. synthesized a peptide containing the last
eight residues of the DNA polymerase for use in assays
on in vitro holoenzyme assembly (Berdis et al., 1996).
Surprisingly, they found that the peptide did not act as
a competitive inhibitor of the DNA polymerase:sliding
clamp interaction, but rather on the earlier ªloadingº
of the sliding clamp onto the DNA by gp44/62. They
concluded that the C-terminal peptide of the DNA poly-
merase and gp44/62 clamp loader may interact on or
near the same region of the sliding clamp protein.
We have solved the structures of the RB69 sliding
clamp (gp45) alone and complexed with a peptide de-
rived from the RB69 DNA polymerase C terminus,
allowing us to identify the binding pocket of the sliding
clamp responsible for interacting with DNA polymerase,
gp33, and perhaps gp44/62 clamp loader. In addition,
we have determined the structure of the RB69 DNA
polymerase complexed to a primer±template DNA,
which gives insights into how DNA polymerase partially
unwinds duplex DNA and places its 39 terminus into the
exonuclease active site. We have been able to combine
this structure of the DNA polymerase bound to a short
DNA duplex with that of the sliding clamp±DNA polymer-
ase peptide to build an experimentally based model of
a larger replication assembly.
Results
Structure of RB69 Sliding Clamp
The structure of the RB69 sliding clamp protein has been
determined at 2.1 AÊ resolution by molecular replacement
with the preliminary coordinates of the T4 sliding clamp
(generously provided by J. Kuriyan) as a search model
(Table 2). As expected from its 77% sequence identity
to that of the T4 sliding clamp, the RB69 sliding clamp
trimer forms a toroid-shaped molecule (Figure 1c) in
the same fashion as do the T4 (J. Kuriyan, personal
communication), E. coli (DNA polymerase III b subunit)
(Kong et al., 1992), and S. cerevisiae (PCNA) (Krishna et
al., 1994) sliding clamps. The similarity of RB69 and
PCNA sliding clamps can be demonstrated by a compar-
ison of conserved secondary structure elements. The
superposition of 125 corresponding a carbons gives an
rmsd of 2.1 AÊ and clearly shows that despite a lack of
meaningful sequence identity between RB69 and PCNA,
these molecules are very similar in overall structure (Kel-
man and O'Donnell, 1995). As in the case of PCNA and
the b subunit, the central channel formed by the RB69
sliding clamp trimer is lined with a helices, while the
exterior surfaces of the proteins are largely b sheet (Fig-Figure 1. Structures of RB69 Polymerase Editing Complex and Slid-
ure 1c). The channel is z30 AÊ in diameter and 30 AÊ deeping Clamp Complexed to a Peptide from DNA Polymerase
and has been proposed as the region where dsDNA(a) Ribbons diagram of RB69 polymerase colored by domain (palm
in purple; fingers in blue), exonuclease (yellow), N-terminal (gray), passes through the trimer (Kong et al., 1992; Krishna et
and thumb (green). Residues 251±262 that partitions the active sites al., 1994). As shown by Kuriyan and coworkers, it is
is shown in cyan, while residues 784±804 that contact the duplex readily possible to model dsDNA such that about one
portion of the DNA are shown in gold. The polymerase and exo-
nuclease active sites are indicated by the letters P and E, respec-
tively. DNA is shown in red, while a GDP found associated with the
N-terminal domain is in pink. Note the distance between the active
sites (38 AÊ ). in diameter with a central channel that is approximately 30 AÊ wide
(b) Viewed from 908 away, the duplex portion of the DNA moves and 30 AÊ deep and can easily accommodate dsDNA. In addition to
away from the polymerase at a nearly 458 angle. being a trimer, each subunit has two homologous subdomains that
(c) Ribbons diagram of the RB69 sliding clamp protein. Individual produce a pseudo-six-fold appearance to the overall structure.
subunits of the trimer are colored. The sliding clamp is just over 90 AÊ (a)±(c) were made using RIBBONS (Carson, 1991).
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Table 1. Alignment of C-Terminal Peptides that Bind to Sliding Clamps
Protein Sequence
RB69 DNA Polymerase K K A S L F D M F D F
T4 DNA Polymerase E K A S L D F L F G
T4 GP33 K T N T L D F L L
p21CIP1 R Q T S M T D F Y H S K R R L I F S
turn passes through the central channel of the sliding between the two homologous subdomains that make
up each monomer (Figure 1c). The electron densityclamp (Kong et al., 1992; Krishna et al., 1994).
shows all 11 residues of the peptide, which resembles
an amphipathic helix. The C-terminal residues of the
Structure of RB69 Sliding Clamp Complexed peptide interact more extensively with sliding clamp
with DNA Polymerase C-Terminal Peptide (Figure 3) than the N-terminal residues, which progres-
We have also cocrystallized the RB69 sliding clamp with sively recede from the sliding clamp surface. The ma-
an 11-residue peptide whose sequence is that of the C jority of the interactions between sliding clamp and
terminus of RB69 DNA polymerase (hereafter referred pol-CT appear to be hydrophobic (Figures 3 and 4).
to as pol-CT), which has been shown to be essential for Hydrophobic residues Leu-897, Met-900, and Phe-901
the interaction of the sliding clamp with polymerase are all positioned in a hydrophobic pocket, while Phe-
(Berdis et al., 1996; Goodrich et al., 1997). The structure 903 is pushed up against a coil that appears quite mobile
of this peptide complex was solved at 3.0 AÊ resolution in the structure of sliding clamp alone. In addition, the
by molecular replacement using the coordinates of the structure shows that peptide binding is not simple but
RB69 sliding clamp (Table 2). The electron density for is a network of hydrophobic and potential hydrogen
pol-CT was clearly seen in Fo-Fc maps calculated using bonding interactions that includes main chain atoms. At
phases derived from molecular replacement (Figure 2a). 3 AÊ resolution, it is difficult to distinguish such networks,
but the atomic positions and donor±acceptor comple-Although the electron density for the peptide bound to
one monomer was unambiguous, it was much weaker mentarity are consistent with their employment in this
interaction.in the second and nonexistent in the third monomer.
Crystal packing occluded one of the pol-CT-binding Genetic swapping experiments have clearly shown
that the RB69 sliding clamp can complement T4 andsites, whereas the other two appear readily accessible.
The structure revealed no large changes in the overall vice versa (Yeh et al., 1998). An examination of the T4
and RB69 DNA polymerase sequences (Table 1) showsconformation of sliding clamp with and without peptide
(0.5 AÊ rmsd). The pol-CT-binding site is located midway several residues in the T4 pol-CT sequence that are
Table 2. Data Collection and Refinement Statistics
Parameter Sliding clamp Pol-CT 1 sliding clamp Polymerase editing complex
PDB ID code 1b77 1b8h 1clq
Resolution range for refinement (AÊ ) 20.0±2.1 40.0±3.0 40.0±2.7
Data cutoff (s) 0 0 0
Completeness for range (%) 94.9 92.6 97.2
Measurements 151,555 47,361 51,455
Unique reflections 47,361 18,527 23,329
Overall I/s 6.6 10.6 18.1
Rsym (%)a 7.0 10.5 8.0
Final R value (%) 22.5 27.1 23.0
Final Rfree (%) 26.9 31.3 28.4
Rms deviations
Bond lengths (AÊ ) 0.006 0.008 0.008
Bond angles (degrees) 1.37 1.3 1.4
Dihedral angles (degrees) 24.7 25.1 24.5
Improper angles (degrees) 1.61 0.71 1.18
B values
Wilson B values (AÊ 2) 15.0 NAb 50.0
Mean B values (overall, AÊ 2) 32.4 30.9 58.4
Solvent content (%) 57 57 70.4
Estimated coordinate error: Luzzatti plot (5 AÊ cutoff) 0.28 0.42 0.37
Protein structure stereochemistry (Ramachandran plot)c
Residues in most favored regions (%) 89.7 83.6 84.9
Outliers (No. of residues total) 0 (684) 0 (695) 1 (903)
a Rsym is the unweighted R factor on intensities for multiple observations of symmetry-related reflections.
b NA, not applicable.
c Models were compared to database of known structures using PROCHECK (Laskowski et al., 1993).
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different from that of RB69. Side chains that differ be-
tween T4 and RB69 are directed away from the peptide-
binding pocket of the sliding clamp (Figure 4), explaining
why T4 and RB69 sliding clamps can readily cross-com-
plement (Yeh et al., 1998).
Structure of RB69 DNA Polymerase Editing Complex
The structure of the RB69 DNA polymerase complexed
with duplex DNA bound to the editing active site was
solved by molecular replacement using the coordinates
of the ligand-free protein (Wang et al., 1995b) (Table 2).
An Fo-Fc difference electron density map calculated
using SIGMAA-weighted molecular replacement phases
derived from the RB69 apo protein clearly showed the
primer±template DNA (Figure 2b), as well as some large
movements of the polymerase (Table 3).
A comparison of RB69 DNA polymerase structures with
and without bound DNA reveals that the DNA-induced
changes in the protein are largely confined to the thumb
(residues 700±903, see Figures 1a and 1b). If the Ca
atoms from the palm regions of the liganded and unli-
ganded structures are superimposed, only the thumb
region has a significantly different orientation (Table 3;
Figure 8a). The entire thumb is translocated relative to
its position in the apo protein and confers a more open
conformation to the protein that is essential to formation
of the editing complex. The thumb in the apo protein is
in more of a ªclosedº conformation and more closely
resembles polymerases that have primer±template at
the polymerase active site (Eom et al., 1996; DoublieÂ et
al., 1998; Kiefer et al., 1998).
In the structure of the editing complex, the thumb
contacts predominately the phosphodiester backbone
of the DNA through an irregular structure formed by
residues 783±804. Residues Ser-783±Ser±Ala±Asn-789
and Pro-799±Lys±Cys±Pro±Phe±His-804 are parallel to
the phosphodiester backbone (Figure 5a). In addition to
being translated away from the polymerase active site,
the thumb is rotated such that residues 783±789 move
about 8 AÊ , while residues 799±804 move only 4.5 AÊ rela-
tive to the apo protein. This translation and twist posi-
tion the DNA helical axis into a trajectory that guides it
into the exonuclease, rather than polymerase active site.
If the thumb had the same position in the editing com-
plex as found in the apo protein structure, the DNA
would be sterically occluded from binding in the exo-
nuclease active site.
DNA Polymerase Melts Three Base Pairs
of Primer±Template DNA
The primer±template DNA bound to RB69 DNA polymer-Figure 2. Electron Density for Regions of Interest
ase has been partially denatured and the 39 end of the(a) Initial electron density for pol-CT to 3.0 AÊ and contoured at 1.5 s.
All 11 residues of the peptide are apparent in this SIGMAA-weighted
Fo-Fc map. Phases for this map were derived from molecular re-
placement of the RB69 sliding clamp structure, but none of the pol- (c) Exonuclease active site contoured at 2.5 s. Metals A and B were
CT residues (mainchain in yellow) were included in the calculation. omitted in the calculation of this map. Metal A is only apparent at
For clarity, only the electron density for the peptide was displayed a contour of 1.0, and temperature factors associated with it are
in this figure. The sliding clamp is displayed in gray as a RIBBONS correspondingly high. Metal A is coordinated by Asp-114, Glu-116,
model. a nonbridging oxygen from the primer, and may have a water-medi-
(b) Experimental Fo-Fc electron density map made using SIGMAA- ated hydrogen bond to Asp-327, while metal B is coordinated by
weighted phases (derived originally from the apo protein) and con- Asp-114, a bridging oxygen from the primer strand, and has water-
toured at 1.5 s and omitting all DNA from the calculation. The 39 mediated interactions with Asp-222 and main chain carbonyls of
end of the primer strand is evident, as are 10 bp of the duplex residues Trp-216 and Ile-115. The 39 end of the primer strand DNA
portion of the DNA. The secondary structure of the polymerase is appears to be properly positioned at the exonuclease active site.
shown in gray. (a)±(c) were made using RIBBONS (Carson, 1991).
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Figure 3. Peptide Interactions with the Slid-
ing Clamp
The interaction of pol-CT with RB69 sliding
clamp is close fitting and consists mainly of
hydrophobic interactions. Accessible surface
of RB69 sliding clamp is shown in blue, while
pol-CT is displayed as a stick model. To illus-
trate the pol-CT-binding pocket, all the slid-
ing clamp surfaces within 4.5 AÊ of the pol-CT
model are colored in yellow. The figure was
made using GRASP (Nicholls et al., 1993).
primer strand bound at the exonuclease site (Figure The remaining residues of the b hairpin do not make
specific contacts with the primer strand and may form5b). Residues 251±262, which form an extended hairpin
structure that juts directly out from the protein surface a partition between the polymerase and exonuclease
sites.and projects into the DNA, stabilize the partially dena-
tured or ªmeltedº structure. Since the DNA added to the
polymerase was not mismatched and Ca21 was present
Metal-Binding Sitesin the crystallization, the polymerase is clearly able to
Bound calcium ions are found at the exonuclease andunwind and stabilize the unwound species. The poly-
polymerase active sites as well as at the b hairpin regionmerase denatures three Watson-Crick base pairs (Fig-
partitioning the active sites. The positions of two boundure 5b) and places the 39 end of the primer strand into
calcium ions at the exonuclease active site are consis-the exonuclease active site (Figures 2b and 2c). The
tent with the two-metal-ion mechanism of DNA hydroly-duplex portion of the DNA is excluded from the exo-
sis proposed for the DNA polymerase I Klenow fragmentnuclease site by Arg-260, which extends from the hairpin
(Freemont et al., 1988; Beese and Steitz, 1991), althoughmotif and stacks against the template strand base at
metal ion A is either poorly ordered or has a very lowposition 4 and toward primer strand base 3 (Figure 5b).
occupancy (Figure 2c).
One calcium ion binds at the polymerase active site
(metal ion A) and is liganded by both Asp-621, which is
not found in pol I polymerases, and Asp-623, which is
equivalent to Asp-654 in T7 DNA polymerase. Superpo-
sition of three b strands from the T7 (DoublieÂ et al., 1998)
and RB69 polymerase active sites positions the calcium
within 1 AÊ of metal ion A in the T7 enzyme. The second
Asp that is conserved in polymerases, Asp-411, which is
equivalent to Asp-475 in T7 DNA polymerase, is pointed
away from the calcium ion. There is no evidence for
metal ion B, although in the absence of primer±template
DNA and incoming dNTP, this is not a surprising finding
and may account for the positioning of the Asp-411
carboxylate away from metal A. The observation that
metal ion A is coordinated by Asp-621 is consistent with
the conservation of this residue in the pol a family of
DNA polymerases but different from the ligation that
occurs in pol I family polymerases (Wang et al., 1995b).
Figure 4. Residues of the T4 and RB69 Pol-CTs that Are Similar to
Mutagenesis of any of these three conserved carboxyl-the Clamp
ates shows a decrease in polymerase activity in pol a
Residues in the RB69 pol-CT that are colored in blue are different
polymerases (Bernad et al., 1990; Joung et al., 1991;in the T4 pol-CT. Residues that are the same in T4 and RB69 are
Copeland et al., 1993).shown in red. Residues that differ point away from the pol-CT-
binding pocket (Table 1). There is a third binding site for a calcium ion that may
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form a consistent helical structure, the N-terminal resi-Table 3. A Comparison of Apo and Editing Complex DNA
dues connecting the helix to the main body of polymer-Polymerase Structures
ase can assume a wide range of conformations. In addi-Residues Rmsd (AÊ ) Domain
tion, when the Ca atoms of the last five residues are
1±103 0.7 NH2(RNA binding) aligned, the position of the N terminus varies dramati-
104±339 1.0 Exonuclease cally, and the temperature factors associated with resi-
380±471 0.5 Palm(A)
dues 893±903 are very high in all three structures.572±699 0.5 Palm(B)
The replisomal model (Figure 6) was constructed in472±571 0.8 Fingers
three steps and proved to be in excellent agreement700±903 3.1 Thumb
with what is known about replisome organization from
biochemical studies. First, the dsDNA of the DNA poly-
merase editing complex and dsDNA modeled into thehave significance in vivo. Near the 59 end of the template
central cavity of sliding clamp were joined into a contigu-
strand, a Ca21 is coordinated to Asp-219 and Asp-275
ous DNA. The clamp was then slid along the dsDNA
just underneath the b hairpin region (residues 251±262) helical axis until the C terminus of the DNA polymerase
that partitions the active sites. The ligands to the metal made van der Waals contact with the surface of sliding
ion are conserved in the pol a family (Wang et al., 1995b) clamp. The sliding clamp was then rotated about the
and are situated in a region of the polymerase where helical axis of the DNA until the DNA polymerase C
the template strand would pass when the DNA is in the terminus was positioned into the known pol-CT-binding
exonuclease active site. What, if any, role this metal ion cleft. The position at which the N terminus of pol-CT
might be playing is not obvious. joined the rest of DNA polymerase was allowed to be
quite flexible, since all three available structures of resi-
Building a Model for the Replisome dues 893±903 place few constraints on it. The tilt of the
A model of the replisome has been built by combining helical axis of the DNA through the sliding clamp was
the structures of the RB69 polymerase editing complex limited to ,158 to avoid steric clashes within the central
with that of the pol-CT complexed with sliding clamp channel.
(Figure 6). We have used the C-terminal residues 893±
903 of the DNA polymerase editing complex (equivalent Discussion
to pol-CT) and the emergent B form DNA to dock with
DNA modeled into the pol-CT:sliding clamp structure. Replication Inhibitor Binds to the Same Site
A comparison of the available structures of residues in Sliding Clamp as DNA Polymerase Does
893±903 of RB69 DNA polymerase (Wang et al., 1995b, Although no structures of other sliding clamp complexes
with DNA polymerase peptides exist, the structure ofand this work) reveals that although the last five residues
Figure 5. DNA Polymerase Interactions with DNA
(a) A closer view of residues 783±804 that contact the duplex portion of the primer±template DNA (red). These residues run along the
phosphodiester backbone of the DNA like a pair of rails to make non-sequence-specific interactions with the DNA. In the apo structure these
residues are pushed into a more ªclosedº position (downward in this view) to close off the exonuclease active site. Residues 251±262 (cyan)
form a b turn±b structure that is positioned directly at the region where the primer±template DNA is denatured to allow the passage of ssDNA
into the exonuclease active site. In the apo structure, this region moves toward thumb domain (green and gold) to further close off the channel
leading into the exonuclease site.
(b) A view of the region where duplex primer±template DNA is denatured as the 39 end passes into the exonuclease active site. Residues
Arg-260 and Phe-123 appear to block the template strand by making interactions with the penultimate nucleotide at the 39 end of the
primer strand. Distances are indicated with dashed lines, and the stacking interaction of Phe-123 is shown with arrowheads. In the original
primer±template, C2 of the primer strand should have been paired with G2 of the template strand.
These figures were made using RIBBONS (Carson, 1991).
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Figure 6. Stereo View of the Docked Editing and Sliding Clamp Complexes
Stereo view made in RIBBONS (Carson, 1991) of the RB69 DNA polymerase interaction with RB69 sliding clamp. The model was made by
conjoining the RB69 DNA polymerase editing structure with the pol-CT:sliding clamp structure. Using their areas of overlap as guides, it is
possible to extend the B-DNA of the DNA polymerase editing structure through the central channel of the sliding clamp and then orient the
clamp via the pol-CT peptide (equal to residues 893±903 of DNA polymerase). The color scheme is sliding clamp (red, blue, and green), RB69
DNA polymerase (gray), and DNA (brown).
the sliding clamp PCNA complexed with a peptide de- Binding of DNA to the Editing Active Site Produces
DNA and Protein Changesrived from the replication inhibitor p21CIP1 has been
In both the pol I and pol a families of DNA polymerases,solved (Gulbis et al., 1996). In vitro the C-terminal region
a distance of 30 to 40 AÊ separates the DNA polymeraseof p21CIP1 inhibits PCNA-dependent DNA replication and
and editing 39 exonuclease active sites (Ollis et al., 1985;is thought to block the interaction of PCNA with DNA
Wang et al., 1995b); thus, to be edited, a newly synthe-polymerase d and e (Gulbis et al., 1996; Gibbs et al.,
sized 39 terminus must traverse this large distance.1997). The p21CIP1 peptide binds PCNA in what Kuriyan
There are now numerous crystal structures of the com-and coworkers have termed the ªinterconnector do-
plexes between pol I family DNA polymerases andmainº of the PCNA trimer. The ªinterconnector domainº
primer±template DNA bound either at a polymerase ac-divides the PCNA monomer into two subdomains and,
tive site or primer±template DNA bound with a 39 termi-together with the trimeric three-fold, generates the
nus lying in the editing exonuclease active site (Beesepseudo-six-fold symmetry seen in all sliding clamps.
and Steitz, 1993; Eom et al., 1996; DoublieÂ et al., 1998).The same region of the RB69 sliding clamp forms the
The duplex portion of the DNA binds in essentially thepol-CT peptide-binding pocket as well. A comparison
same location in both the editing and polymerizing com-of the p21CIP1 peptide with pol-CT reveals intriguing simi-
plexes, but it is modestly translated along its helix axislarities. Residues 147±151 of p21CIP1 (M-T-D-F-Y) are he-
in the two states. Further, there are small changes in
lical and make hydrophobic interactions with PCNA.
the position of the thumb, which moves toward the DNA
Alignment of residues 147±151 of p21CIP1 with pol-CT upon its binding. While the crystal structure of the RB69
residues 897±901 (L-F-D-M-F) shows that the two pep- DNA polymerase complexed to primer±template DNA
tides are very similar in overall conformation (0.34 AÊ bound at the polymerase active site is not yet known,
rmsd) and bind to their respective sliding clamps in it appears from this editing cocrystal structure and ho-
the same position and manner (Figure 7). These results mology modeling a complex with DNA in the polymerase
strongly suggest that p21CIP1 binds to PCNA at the same active site that large differences in the position of the
location as the eukaryotic DNA polymerase, and thus thumb subdomain and the orientation of the duplex DNA
the spatial relationships of the DNA polymerase to the helix axis must accompany a switching of the primer
sliding clamp shown in Figure 6 will be conserved terminus from the polymerase to the exonuclease active
sites.throughout prokaryotes and eukaryotes.
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the phosphodiester backbone of the duplex DNA as if
forming rails (Figure 5a). We are led to wonder whether
the thumb residues 783±804 remain in contact with the
DNA as it is transferred and whether the primer strand
of DNA is moved up and out of the exonuclease active
site, allowing the primer strand to move over the partition
made by the b hairpin residues 251±262. Mutational
studies have indicated that residues in the 251±262 re-
gion play a role in editing, and thus this b hairpin may
function importantly in the mechanism whereby DNA is
transferred between the two active sites (Spacciapoli
and Nossal, 1994; Stocki et al., 1995; Baker and Reha-
Krantz, 1998; Wu et al., 1998).
On the Mechanism of Editing
As in the case of the pol I enzymes (Joyce and Steitz,
1987, 1995; Freemont et al., 1988; Joyce, 1989; Beese
and Steitz, 1991; Donlin et al., 1991), editing in pol a
family of enzymes depends on the partitioning of the
newly synthesized 39 terminus between the polymerase
Figure 7. A Comparison of Replication Inhibitor Binding to PCNA and exonuclease active site. It involves a competition
and RB69 Sliding Clamp Interactions with DNA Polymerase between the rate at which the next nucleotide is added
A comparison of pol-CT with a peptide derived from the eukaryotic at the polymerase active site and the rate at which a 39
DNA replication inhibitor protein p21CIP1 (Gulbis et al., 1996). The terminus can be transferred stably to the exonuclease
p21CIP1 peptide:PCNA structure has a remarkable degree of similarity
active site and removed. A mismatched base pair bothwith the pol-CT:sliding clamp structure and suggests that eukaryotic
decreases the rate at which the next nucleotide is addedsliding clamp interactions with their cognate DNA polymerase are
and destabilizes duplex DNA, thereby favoring formationmediated in the same manner as seen for RB69 sliding clamp for
RB69 DNA polymerase. Both p21CIP1 and pol-CT bind their respective of a frayed single-stranded region in the exonuclease
sliding clamps in a hydrophobic pocket about midway through the active site. There are three nucleotides of single-
monomer. The rmsd of the five residues that make up the conserved stranded DNA from the primer strand bound in the exo-
hydrophobic helix is 0.34 AÊ .
nuclease active site in contrast to the four single-
stranded nucleotides observed in the complex with the
Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I. This is in goodThe structure of the editing complex with the RB69
agreement with the earlier biochemical studies thatDNA polymerase shows that the DNA in this complex
suggested two to three nucleotides of DNA must beis bound in a manner substantially different from that
melted for exonuclease activity (Cowart et al., 1989;expected during polymerization and that the thumb has
Gopalakrishman and Benkovic, 1994).moved dramatically from its position in the unliganded
The single-stranded portion of the substrate is boundapo enzyme (Figure 8a). A model for the primer±template
to the exonuclease active site in essentially the sameDNA complex with the RB69 polymerase during poly-
manner as single-stranded DNA binds to the exo-merization was proposed by Wang et al. (1995b) based
nuclease domain of Klenow fragment (Freemont et al.,on the primer±template complex with taq DNA polymer-
1988; Beese and Steitz, 1991) and as seen earlier inase (Eom et al., 1996); broadly speaking, this model is
the complexes with the T4 (Wang et al., 1995a) DNAconsistent with the subsequent structures of both the
polymerase exonuclease fragment. Two questions ofT7 (DoublieÂ et al., 1998) and B. stearothermophilus
particular interest are not, however, answered by this(Kiefer et al., 1998) DNA polymerase complexes with
structure. It is not clear why the enzyme is inactive inprimer±template. A comparison of the experimental edit-
calcium, though the precise positioning of the carboxyl-ing and homology model-built polymerization com-
ate ligands appears to be different from the positioningplexes shows a dramatic difference in the exiting trajec-
in Klenow fragment. Nor does this structure shed anytory of the duplex DNA helical axis (Figure 8b).
additional insight on why the activity of the pol a familyThe apparent large difference in the positioning of
enzymes is 103 times larger than that of the KlenowDNA bound to the editing and polymerase active sites
fragment of DNA polymerase I.is accompanied by a modest twist and a significant
translation of the thumb. However, the primer strand
cannot simply move directly from the exonuclease to Mutations that Effect Active Site ªSwitchingº
Genetic studies made in the T4 DNA polymerase systempolymerase active site in a straight line because the b
hairpin residues 251±262 (colored green in Figure 8b have elucidated many mutants that effect polymerase to
exonuclease switching (Spacciapoli and Nossal, 1994;and blue in Figures 1a and 1b) form an effective wall
partitioning the two active sites. Stocki et al., 1995). Many of these mutants are in the
thumb or directly in the b hairpin region that partitionsThe structure of the editing complex leads one to
wonder what role, if any, residues 784±789 and 799±784 the two active sites (15 out of 24 independent mutants)
(Spacciapoli and Nossal, 1994; Stocki et al., 1995). Onlyin the thumb might play in the switching of the DNA
between the two active sites. These two stretches of a few of these mutants have been characterized, but
thumb mutants A737V, A777V, L7711V, and b hairpinpolypeptide (orange in Figures 1a, 1b, and 5a) run along
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Figure 8. Displacement of the Thumb Subdomain Required for DNA Binding
(a) RIBBONS diagram looking down the helical axis of the DNA (red) in the RB69 DNA polymerase complex. Residues 783±804 of the apo
protein (dark blue) are displaced (cyan) to allow the binding of the duplex portion of the primer±template DNA. The displacement of residues
783±804 allows the single-stranded portion of the primer±template to enter the exonuclease active site. The b turn±b region partitioning the
exonuclease and polymerase active sites is shown in gold.
(b) Comparison of primer±template bound at the exonuclease site (editing mode) in cyan versus at the polymerase active site (polymerization
mode) in red. The polymerization complex DNA is adapted from the model proposed by Wang et al. (1995b) and updated from subsequent
structures in the T7 (DoublieÂ et al., 1998) and T. stearothermophilus (Kiefer et al., 1998). The DNA was modeled as B form without the strong
S bend seen in the DNA of the T7 structure (DoublieÂ et al., 1998). There is about a 308 change in the exiting trajectory of the helical axis in
going from the polymerase to exonuclease active site.
This figure was made using RIBBONS (Carson, 1991) and the superposition in O (Jones et al., 1991).
mutant G255S all exhibit changes in the ability to and does not occlude or modify the central channel
of the sliding clamp where dsDNA is expected duringªswitchº DNA from the polymerase to exonuclease
mode (Stocki et al., 1995; Baker and Reha-Krantz, 1998; replication. All three pol-CT-binding pockets on the
clamp have the same structure, but one was blockedReha-Krantz et al., 1998; Wu et al., 1998). Mutations in
the thumb domain are scattered throughout and thus from binding peptide by crystal packing. While in princi-
ple two or three different proteins could simultaneouslycannot be readily explained as mutations that would
effect DNA binding. Rather, the scattering of the muta- use these multiple binding sites, the binding of polymer-
ase to one site appears to sterically exclude binding attions might suggest that changes within the thumb may
alter its local structure and thus have effects on its ability the other two.
Comparison of the aligned C-terminal sequences ofto ªopenº or ªcloseº when binding to DNA.
proteins that interact with RB69 sliding shows a strong
conservation of those residues that interact with slidingBuilding a Replisome from Its Interacting Pieces
In order to establish the structure of a complete repli- clamp, which suggests that they may all bind to clamp
in the same way. DNA polymerase, gp33 (an RNA poly-some, we have solved the structures of three component
proteins and have now established the structures of merase-binding protein), and the clamp loaders (gp44/
62) are all thought to interact with the same part of thesome complexes with elements that join the replisome
together as a functional unit. The structures of the T4 sliding clamp, although for different purposes. If the
C-terminal sequences of T4 DNA polymerase T4 gp33single-stranded DNA-binding protein (Shamoo et al.,
1995), RB69 DNA polymerase and an editing complex and p21CIP1 are aligned with that of RB69 (Table 1) and
then mapped onto the pol-CT:sliding clamp structure,with DNA (Wang et al., 1995b, this work), T4 sliding
clamp (J. Kuriyan, personal communication), and RB69 it is evident that residues facing the clamp are identical
or similar, while those that are different are mostly facingsliding clamp (this work) have been solved. In the ab-
sence of a structure for the intact replisome, we have away from the clamp and toward the solvent (Figure 4).
The T4 gp33 and DNA polymerase C-terminal residuesfocused on those regions that act as adaptors (whether
polypeptide or DNA) to join together the constituent are an even closer match, again suggesting that gp33
makes interactions with sliding clamp in the sameproteins into a model for DNA replication.
The interactions between the sliding clamp and DNA manner.
Docking of the DNA polymerase editing and slidingpolymerase are at the center of replisomal function, and
the structure of the sliding clamp complexed with pol- clamp:pol-CT structures through their common ele-
ments leads to a model that is consistent with the ideaCT reveals the most basic attributes of the DNA polymer-
ase, dsDNA, and sliding clamp interaction (Figures 3, 6, that the dsDNA passes out of the palm region of the
DNA polymerase and through the central channel of theand 7). The structure shows that the sliding clamp itself
does not undergo any large conformational changes sliding clamp (Figure 7). Docking of the sliding clamp
to the polymerase solely through the C-terminal peptideupon binding pol-CT and that the interaction takes place
on the more hydrophobic face of the toroidally shaped and the product dsDNA leads to a loose and flexible
complex. An examination of the DNA polymerase andsliding clamp. Pol-CT binds in a hydrophobic pocket
Cell
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were stabilized in a solution of 30% PEG 350 MME, (w/v) 200 mMsliding clamp surfaces did not reveal any obvious areas
calcium chloride, and 100 mM sodium cacodylate (pH 6.5). Theyof shape, charge, or hydrophobic complementarity that
were then placed in nylon loops and plunged directly into liquidwould lead to additional interactions. The conformation
nitrogen±cooled liquid propane.
of the peptide (residues 893±903) that joins DNA poly-
merase to the sliding clamp adapts different conforma-
Data Collection, Processing, and Refinement of Polymerase
tions in different crystals, which suggests that it may be Editing Complex
a flexible connector unless there are additional interac- Data from the RB69 DNA polymerase:primer±template cocrystals
were collected at the CHESS beamline A1 at 21708C. The crystalstions between clamp and the polymerase. A flexibly teth-
were space group R3 with cell dimensions of a 5 b 5 209.7 AÊ , c 5ered clamp would serve its processivity function while
114.3 AÊ and one copy per asymmetric unit. Diffraction data wereallowing for small movements in the DNA as, for exam-
processed using DENZO and intensities scaled using SCALEPACKple, may occur when the 39 end moves between the
(Otwinowski and Minor, 1998). The structure was solved by molecu-
polymerase and editing active sites. lar replacement using the coordinates for the apo protein (1waj) as
the search model (Wang et al., 1995b). Using the program CNS
Experimental Procedures (BruÈ nger et al., 1998), the position of the RB69 DNA polymerase
was determined using a combination of real space rotation followed
Materials by a translation search over several resolution ranges. The correct
Peptides and oligonucleotides were synthesized by the Keck Bio- solution was the top peak of the real space rotation and translation
technology Center at Yale University. General chemicals were pur- searches. The apo protein structure was used as the initial model
chased from Sigma Chemical or J. T. Baker. and the structure improved by iterative model building in the pro-
gram ªOº (Jones et al., 1991) using composite 2Fo-Fc as well as Fo-
Fc SIGMAA-weighted electron density maps. The electron densityExpression and Purification of RB69 Sliding Clamp (gp45)
corresponding to the primer±template DNA was readily identifiableA plasmid for overexpression of gene 45 from bacteriophage RB69
in the original Fo-Fc SIGMAA-weighted maps. The rebuilt RB69was the generous gift of J. Karam (Tulane University School of
polymerase editing complex was refined using maximum likelihoodMedicine). The purification of gp45 was based on the original purifi-
torsion angle dynamics (BruÈ nger et al., 1998) followed by structurecation from natural abundance in E. coli infected with phage T4
factor averaging (Rice et al., 1998) and the Rfree used as a monitordeveloped by Morris et al. (1979). For storage at 2808C, gp45 was
of the quality of the rebuilt structures (Table 2). Since the datadialyzed into 10 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 50 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM DTT, 0.1
extended only to 2.7 AÊ resolution, the DNA in the duplex portion ofmM PMSF, and 60% glycerol (v/v) prior to flash freezing in liquid
the primer±template was constrained to B form for the last cyclesnitrogen.
of refinement.
Expression and Purification of RB69 DNA Polymerase (gp43)
A plasmid for overexpression of gene 43 from bacteriophage RB69 Data Collection, Processing, and Refinement of Sliding Clamp
was the generous gift of J. Karam (Tulane University School of and Peptide Complex
Medicine). The purification of RB69 DNA polymerase was based on Data from the sliding clamp crystals were collected at the A1 beam-
the original purification of T4 DNA polymerase from recombinant line of CHESS at 21708C. They are space group P212121 with cell
clones in E. coli (Lin et al., 1994). The protein was concentrated to dimensions of a 5 65.9 AÊ , b 5 87.6 AÊ , c 5 138.2 AÊ and one copy
20 mg/ml using a Centriprep50 (Amicon) prior to flash freezing in per asymmetric unit. Diffraction data were processed using DENZO
liquid nitrogen. (Otwinowski and Minor, 1998) and intensities scaled using SCALE-
PACK (Otwinowski and Minor, 1998). Self-rotation functions calcu-
Crystallization of Sliding Clamp and Sliding Clamp with Pol-CT lated using the program suite CCP4 (Collaborative Computational
Crystals were grown by vapor equilibration of a drop containing 7.5 Project 4, 1994) clearly showed three-fold and pseudo-six-fold non-
mg/ml sliding clamp, 8%±9% PEG 8000 (w/v), 0.1 M calcium acetate, crystallographic symmetry, as also seen in the PCNA structure
0.1 M HEPES (pH 7.5) at 208C against a well solution containing (Krishna et al., 1994). The structure was solved by molecular replace-
16%±18% PEG 8000 (w/v), 0.2 M calcium acetate, and 0.1 M HEPES ment using the preliminary coordinates for the T4 sliding clamp as
(pH 7.5). In order to transfer the crystals into cryoprotectant, they the search model, generously provided prior to publication by J.
were initially stabilized in a solution of 25% PEG (w/v) 8000, 0.2 M Kuriyan. Using the program CNS (BruÈ nger et al., 1998), the position
calcium acetate, and 0.1 M HEPES (pH 7.5). The crystals were then of the RB69 sliding clamp was determined using a combination of
transferred to a series of stabilizing solutions containing 2.5% (v/v) real space rotation followed by a translation search over several
increments of ethylene glycol to a final concentration of 15%. Crys- resolution ranges. The correct solution was consistently in the top
tals in nylon loops were plunged into liquid nitrogen±cooled liquid three peaks of the real space rotation search and was always the
propane. highest peak in the translation search. The T4 sliding clamp structure
Cocrystallization of RB69 sliding clamp with pol-CT was per- was used as the initial model and the structure improved by iterative
formed under nearly identical conditions as the sliding clamp crys- model building in O (Jones et al., 1991) using composite 2Fo-Fc
tals alone. The initial drop conditions contained a 1:1 ratio of sliding omit maps, as well as Fo-Fc SIGMAA-weighted electron density
clamp:pol-CT, and crystals grew better in conditions with lower maps. The rebuilt RB69 sliding clamp was refined using maximum
amounts of PEG 8000 (15% w/v). The crystals were stabilized and likelihood torsion angle dynamics (BruÈ nger et al., 1998) followed by
frozen using the protocols developed for sliding clamp alone, except structure factor averaging (Rice et al., 1998), and the Rfree was used
that all solutions contained 0.1 mM pol-CT. as a monitor for an indicator for the quality of the rebuilt structures
(Table 2).
The sliding clamp:pol-CT crystals diffracted to only 3.0 AÊ resolu-Crystallization of RB69 DNA Polymerase
with Primer±Template DNA tion on the A1 beamline at CHESS. They were similar to those of the
apo sliding clamp being in space group P212121 but with somewhatCocrystals of the RB69 DNA polymerase complexed with primer±
template were obtained by vapor diffusion using the hanging drop different unit cell dimensions (a 5 67.0 AÊ , b 5 90.5 AÊ , c 5 146.0 AÊ ).
Using the RB69 sliding clamp as a search model, the slidingmethod. Primer and template DNA were mixed together at a 1:1
stoichiometry and annealed prior to addition of DNA polymerase in clamp:pol-CT was solved via molecular replacement in the CNS
software suite as described previously. Because the data only ex-a 1:1 ratio. The sequence of the primer strand was 59-GCGGAAC
TACTGCTTACG and that of the template strand was 59-ACACG tended to 3.0 AÊ resolution, refinement was done using noncrystallo-
graphic symmetry restraints (Table 2). Pol-CT was most evident inTAAGCAGTAGTTCCGCG. Hanging drops contained a 2:1 ratio of
complex stock solution to reservoir solution. The reservoir contained SIGMAA-weighted Fo-Fc electron density maps (Figure 2), and all
11 residues were visible in one of the three monomers, although12% PEG 350 MME (w/v), 150 mM calcium chloride, and 100 mM
sodium cacodylate (pH 6.5) at 128C. For cryoprotection, crystals some weak electron density was observed in a second monomer.
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